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Teacher training for secondary school (for 
language in science teaching): just because 

two-thirds of all talk in most science 
classrooms is by the teacher

Samuel Ouma Oyoo
School of Education, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa



Unmasking the Instructional Language in Science Classrooms

The instructional language in a science classroom has a non-
technical component that on the other hand is made up of
non-technical words, words which define or give identity to
the particular Language of Learning and Teaching (LOLT) in
use in a classroom or the language of a science text; this is
to the extent that we are able to tell which language is in
use, whether the language is isiZulu, English, Afrikaans or
any other.



Conclusions and Implications of the Findings

• The total findings in this study:

• enables a recommendation that urgent steps need be taken
to help teachers and teacher educators to recognise that
everyday words cease to be mere words of the LOLT when
used in the science context.

• strongly suggests that focusing on contextual proficiency more
than on general proficiency in LOLT during teaching perhaps
holds more promise for enhanced learner outcomes in
science.



• Teacher classroom practice – Teachers need to take more
cognisance of the functional value of the non-technical words in
the science teachers’ language, e.g.

➢ Teacher’s small dictionary of selected words - basic in science - extract
words/expressions from curriculum, that should be known by the
students. During lessons take a moment to give just a deeper meaning of
such words.

➢ The most commonly misunderstood words, words with which there have
been problems when used by teachers in the science context.

• Mentoring - Collaboration between science/physics teachers,
and subject associations external to the school.

• Teacher education curriculum - reorganise it, including the
specific curricula of the teaching subjects.

• In-service programmes – currently serving teachers never had
this special preparation and may not realise the importance of
these words to students’ enhanced learning of science.

• Need for further research – on teacher educators’ conceptions
of the nature of science.



Prof Satsope Maoto

Faculty of Humanities,  University of 
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What have we not addressed? The core 

• We should first clarify the core but 
then from which perspective are we 

to define the core?

Do we have one South African 
Child or many South African 

Children?

• If this child is plural then what does it 
mean to be a South African within this plural 

or many?

In most African cultures, the child is raised 
by a community. Thus, mother tongue/home 

language is a complex phenomenon as it 
becomes a community language embedded 

in engagements

.

Who is a South 
African Child?




RJO:

 “The challenge is whose language and how would 
one deal with the diversity of African languages (at 
schools) at the university? Do we have Maths, 
Science and Technology textbooks written in African 
languages that are currently been used at schools or 
at university level? If not, how long will it take to 
develop such learning materials?

However, research and current trend has shown that 
one can use indigenous knowledge to teach Maths, 
Science and indigenous technology.”

Some thoughts




SK 

“Another aspect will be the training of teachers both in-
service and pre-service teachers. 

 our government lacks the will and commitment to 
place all languages on an equal footing. The 
language discourse is just political rhetoric as more 
than 20 years into our democracy, English and 
Afrikaans are still the dominant language used for 
assessment - check the grade 12 question papers”. 

Some thoughts





Key challenges centre around

Teachers &

Learners (Language 
Policy)

1. Who is a South 
African Child?

2. How do we raise 
this child?

Language 
development 

(11 official 
languages)

Curriculum 
development 

(Different Phases 
subject areas -
Foundation; 

Intermediate; 
Senior & FET; 

HEI)

Teacher 
education 

(Multilingual 
teachers:  pre-
service & In-

service)

Implementatio
n in Schools 

(multilingualis
m)




KJM:

 “We should first teach mathematics as a language. Get 
that right and then it doesn't matter whether that is in 
isiZulu/Sepedi/Xitsonga. …Any mathematical statement 
is a communication of something. But even more 
important, mathematics is a way of encountering, 
experiencing, and representing the world quantitatively 
using numbers and symbols.

 Again, the quality of teaching African languages should 
also be considered. There must be commitment beyond 
the confinements of classroom and lecture rooms that 
African Languages are being taken seriously. So the 
question is much bigger than just using the language as a 
medium of instruction.”

Some thoughts




We should be strengthening the language of each 

discipline (MST)

We cannot invest in one teacher. If we could train a 
group of teachers in a school, we can go somewhere. 
(This is different from community of practice as 
researched currently (practitioners coming from 
different schools)) 

 Team teaching might be one solution -many teachers 
at the  same school, teaching same class same 
discipline (MST) could complement each other

Code switching is allowed but we should be 
sensitive of what it means and how likely it could be 
interpreted

Concluding thoughts for MST teaching 
and learning 



N U R T U R I N G  I N D I G E N O U S  L A N G U A G E S

( P R E S E N TAT I O N :  N S T F  D I S C U S S I O N  F O R U M )
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1. Introduction

• Reinventing the wheel (this discussion should avoid)

• Historical background

This has been and continues to be an ongoing debate 

Various instruments and processes

➢ Mid 90s and 2000s: PanSALB work: NLPF developed and adopted: 

participated in LPFHE

➢ Established: PLCs, NLBs, NLUs



2. Challenges of the SLC project (UNISA: SLC

African languages in teaching and learning at Unisa)

➢ Capacity issues – Simply not enough qualified and experienced 
freelance African language practitioners to do justice to the 
demands, aims and nature of the project

➢ Not enough LP across all the indigenous languages

➢ Some LP not knowledgeable in different disciplines of the 
modules

➢ For some there was poor competency in both SL and TL

➢ Some LP with no translation/transference skills
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3. Missing ingredients

➢ Political will

➢ Lack of leadership and vision

➢ Resources: investments

➢ Positive attitude towards IL/ML

➢ Development and availability of good and attractive linguistic resources 
(literature non-fiction, different disciplines, across all ages and genre)

➢ Language activism and activists* across different disciplines

➢ Hegemony of English monolingualism – approach not against Eng but 
monolingualism and that other langs should and can coexist alongside 
English

➢ Practical/industry or field-based training of LP
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4. Possibilities

✓Strong political and linguistic activism

✓Political will:

➢Private sector

➢Public sector

Example of United Arab Emirates (UAE):

➢UEA Vice President and Prime Minister Sheikh Mohamed bin Rashid has 
announced and declared a huge new language project. Translation of all 
English educational/science materials into Arabic, and videos of this to be 
made available for e-learning programmes.  
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5. Recommendations

• Subject specialists working with the language practitioners

• Provision of glossaries across all the subject fields of learning materials

• Short and focused (academic) training programmes/workshops for the 
language practitioners

• Specific terminology development in all the subject fields for all the 
official languages

• Need for internal quality control person

• Active involvement of Colleges/departments with translation 
process/product

• Use of translation software such as Autshumato, WordFast or SDL 
Trados to help with consistency and standardisation

THANK YOU – KHETHIWE MARAIS
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Language Proficiency

Post Grade 12 students

Presented by Carina Coetzer







 12 years post-matric-learners 
experience.

 Deeper learning programmes for 
mathematics, physical sciences and 

English language proficiency.

 English language proficiency 
programmes incorporate academic 

and general language, as well as 
communication skills.

Carina Coetzer



How 

far 

does 

it 

reach

?



How 

does it 

impact 

on a 

student?




